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been proposcxt  in (Iw Ii(cra(urc  to SOIVC such problems. I’tvxc methods provldc cxccllcnt
may require cxccssivcly  long time observations because of batch processing.

Rcccntly, (imc-clomain  spectra] estimation techniques based on adaptive lInc cnhanccr  (A
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introduced [4-9]. The adaptive Ilnc cnhanccmcnt  systcm is dcpictcd  in Figure I (b). The systcm,
which was introctuccd  by Wiriro\v [51, uscs the measured signal as desired response and a delayed
version of itself as input. V“hc principle is that the delay should dccorrclatc  the noise bctivccn  the
primhry and rcfcrcnce  inputs whi]c ]caving the narrowband carrier signal correlated. When
fllnc:ioning  in an ideal way, the adaptive filter output is an cnhanccd  version of the carrier
components with higher CNR, Both CNR and SNR arc used in this paper and they arc
intcrcharlgcablc.

I’hc adaptive filter dcpictcd in Figure  1 (b) is a time-varying systcm and the weight vector is
updated based on the Least Mean Squares (L, MS) algoritt  ml. The LMS algorithm is derived based
on the method of stccpcst  dcsccnt  [5]. There are many applications have been dcvclopcd by using
the LMS algorithm. “1’hc  fast mcasurcmcnt  of digital instantaneous frequency [6] is one of the
applications. In addition, it is well-known that the I-MS type algorithms arc more robust to
sudden variation of the environment parameters than the I “FT.

The AI.E algorithm and architecture for fast acquisition arc presented in this paper. The general
properties of an ALE is discussed in Section 2. Simulations for acquiring frxcd frequency and
sweeping signals arc provided in Section 3. Performance comparison bctwccn  FFT and ALE is
also discussed is Section 3. Conclusion is given in Scctiorl  4.

2. THE  AI.E  AI.6’ORIHIM
‘1’hc  A1.11 architecture is shown in Figure 1 (b). 1 %c ALE algorithm is given as follows:

yk = w: Xk. n, (2.1)

whcx-c  X~ = [x~ x~.r . . . x~.~ ]7

Wk =[WO w, . . . WL]T.

The error sequence is defined as

ek=xk–yk.

The weight vector is updated as follows:

w k+l = Wk i-2 /lek Xk.n,

(2.2)

(2.3)

(Hits bll[
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where /1 is the step six of the adaptation

7’hc convcrgcncc  of the Ivclgh( vector IS assured by [5]:

1
0< /1 < - - -–— - -  - - -

(1. + 1 )(cat’t-iel’i  }loi.w jxnt’(’t”)
(2.4)

where 1.+- 1 is the mrmbcr  of taps of the adaptive filter. The optimal Weight vector WOP,, called  the
Wiener weight vector, is found in [5] as

Woj,,  ~ R -‘f’ (2.5)

whcxc

1/= Ii[ xk.n,x;. “, ] =- 1/$ + I{n (2,6)

where l<. = autocorrclation  matrix of the carrier component and R. = autocorrelation  matrix of the
noise with power O“z, and

1’= L[xk.n,xk  ]. (2.7)

‘1’hc input signal vector to the adaptive frltcr  is X~.n, , where m is the delay units. The delay unit m
chosen must be of sufficient Icngth  to cause the broadband noise components in the frltcr
(rcfcrcncc)  input to bccomc uncorrclatcd  from those in the primary input TIc carrier signal
components, bccausc  of their periodic nature, will remain c.orrclatcd with each other.

The optimal linear solution for selecting the weight vector of an ALE is similar to the so-called
matchwl filter. For a carrier at frequency O. embedded in white noise, the r~latched filter  response
is a sampled sinusoidal signal whose frequency is O.. Th~ match~ filter  produces the peak SNR
at each sample, but does not prcscrvc  the carrier signal waveform at the output, especially when
the input signal has time-varying parameters. The matched filter  solution dots provide the best
SNR gain obtainable by linear processing. However, the solution can only bc constructed by
giving prior knowledge of the frequency O.. on the other hand,  the AL~~ output yk preserves the
carrier signal waveform. Furthem~ore,  it is not necessary to have a priori knowledge of the
received signal parameters, such as carrier SN~ Doppler and carrier sweeping rate. For example,
the carrier frequency sweeping rate depends on the uplink carrier signal Icvel  for deep space
mission. The uplink carrier frequency o. sweeping rate is set to about 544 ~d 40 H~sec around ‘
the best lock frequency when the carrier signal level is equal to -110 and -151 dBm, respectively.
Therefore, the ALE method is a technique designed to approximate the optimal SNR gain obtained
by the matched filter sohrtion for this problem.

This ALE system output CNR is then obtained as follows:
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oulpui carrier jxxvcr
( Wl(,)u, ~ -

_ Hi(k)] _ (/. + I)a2.—. .—
oul]n(l tmi.w power ~:[y; (k)] - O;

I“hc Al ,I; sys[cm  input CNR i]owcr ratio is

i}ymf carrier power
(;ArI<,,,,,U,  = - - -- - ––--—- -- = ~:

itp14t IIOISC p o w e r  on

Thcrcforc,  the A1,E optimal steady state CNR gain is

.

(;*, ~< ,- .(’!!1(’!”!3 ~ /.+1
CNl(npu,

(2.8)

(2 9)

(2.10)

Equation (2, 10) shows that the ALE optimal CNR gain is proportional to the length of the adaptive
frllcr

3. S’lMIJIA 710NS

llc detectability of a CW signal in white Gaussian noise by using the Al .Ii and FFT is studied via
simulations at same CNRS for comparison. Several simpl ifrcd cases for a deep space transponder
uplink CW detection arc simulated. The time constant and number of weights of ALE are selected
so that both the FFT and the ALE will have the same frequency resolution and will usc the same
amount of input data samples, allowing a critical but fair comparison between the.sc approaches.
Delay parameter m is chosen as 1. The second IF bandwidth is assumed to be 64 kl Jz. These
parameters arc used for all simulations except the case B,3 where the 211d 1 F bandwidth employed
is 32 k~ Iz.

Case A. Fixed CW Frequency.

‘1’hc carrier signal is a sinusoidal with a fixed frequency and the sarnpli[ Ig rate is 8 t imcs the carrier
frequency. In this case, three different unlink CNRS are provided; the corresponding second IF
CNRS and optimal number of taps of ALE are calculated for simulations.

Case A. 1. The transponder received uplink signal level is -133 dLlnl and the corresponding second
IF CNR is equal to -9 dB. The optimal number of weights is 16 of the ALE. This is a low-
frcqucncy  resolution case. The total number of data samples used is 32768. The step size is
chosen as O. 125/32768. The FFT is the average of 2048 transforms, each with 16 points. Figures
2 (a)-(b) present the carrier detector plots obtained by using the ALE and FFT, respectively.
Figure 2 (a) shows the transfer function magnitude of the ALE. Figure 2(b) shows the power
spectral density (squared magnitude of FFT/162).  Visual examination indicates that th; FFT
provides a higher peak for CW detection than the ALE.

Case A.2. The transponder received signal level is -142 dBm and the corresponding second IF
CNR is equal to -18 dB. The optimal number of weights is 128 of the AI.E. This is a medium-
frequency resolution case. The number of input samples is selected as 32768. The step size is
chosen as 0.015625/32768. The FFT is the average of 256 transforms, each with 128 points.
Figures 3 (a)-(b) present the carrier detector plots obtained by using the ALE and FFT,
rcspcctivcly.  Figure 3 (a) shows the transfer function magnitude of the ALE. Figure 3(b) shows
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the power spcc(ral  density by using FFT. Visual examination indicates that the f: f;”l’ prowdcs  a
higher peak for CW detection than the AI-E.

Case A.3. ‘Ilc transponder rcccivcd  signal level is -151 d[hn and the corlcsponding  second 11;
CNR is equal (o -27 dll, l’hc optimal nurnbcr  of weights is 1024 of the AI .E l-his is a higll-
frcqucncy resolution case. ~“hc number of input samples is selected as 4*32768. ‘l-he step size is
chosen as 1/(5 12*32768). q’hc FF’1’  is the average of 128 transforms, each ivith  1024 points. I;our
weight  vectors arc averaged, each vector is taken at the clid  ofthc 32768 data samples Figures
4(a)-(b) present the carrier detector plots obtained by usin~ the ALE and 1:1:”1’, respectively.
Figure 4(a) shows the averaged transfer function magnitude of the AI.11. l:igurc 4(b) sho~vs  the
power spectral density by using FFT. Visual examination indicates that the f:l:”l’  provides a higher
peak for CW detection than the AI,E.

Case B. Swept CW f;rcqucncy

l-he uplink carrier signal is swept from the best lock frequcmcy  and the sampling rate is fixed at 10
kHz which is 8 times the down converted CW frequency. in this case, three different CNRS arc
provided and the corresponding sweeping rates arc employed to generate uplink C W signals.

Case B. 1. ‘Ilc CNR of this case is the same as that of Case A. 1 except (he uplink  CW is swept at
352 HzAscc.  All design parameters used for this case is the same as that of case A. 1. Again, this
is a low-frequency resolution case. Figures 5(a)-(b) present the carrier detector plots  obtained by
using the ALE and FF’”1’,  rcspcctivcly.  Figure 5(a) shows the transfer function magnitude of the
ALE. Figure 5(b) shows the power spectral density. At the end of 32768 input samples, the carrier
frequency is swept from 1250 to 2403 Hz. The ALE plot provides the highest signal peak around
2500 Hz, which is offset about 100 Hz, as shown in Figure 5(a). However, the FF’T plot shows a
peak around 1875 i+z which is offset about 625 Hz. Visual examination indicates that the ALE
output provides better earl-icr signal detection than FFr.

Case B.2. The CNR of this case is the same as that of Case A.2 except the uplink CW is swept at
96 Hz/see. All design parameters used for this case is the same as that of case A.2 except that two
weight vectors arc averaged (two input data sets), each vector is taken at the cnd of the 32768 data
samples; and FFT is the average of512 transforms, each with 128 points. At the cnd of 32768
input samples, the carrier frequency is swept from 1250 to 1565 Hz. ~’he AI ,E; plot provides the
highest signal peak around 1563 Hz as shown in l:igure  6(a). However, the FIT plot shows a
wide-band pulse from 1250 to 1563 Hz. This is simply because that ITT detects the complete
frequency range where the carrier swept through. Visual examination indicates that the ALE
provides better carrier signal detection than FFT.

Case B.3. The CNR of this case is the same as that of Case A.3 except the uplink CW is swept at
40 HzAsec and the 2nd IF bandwidth is reduced from 64 to 32 kHz. The corresponding 2nd IF
CNR is equal to -24 dB. All design parameters used for this case is the same as that of case A.3
except that 32*32768 data samples are employed. Thirty-t wo weight vectors are averaged, each
vector is taken at the end of the 32768 data samples; and FFT is the average of 1024 transforms,
each with 1024 points. At the end of 32768 input srunples,  the carrier frequency is swept from
1250 to 1381 Hz. The ALE plot provides the highest signal peak around 1380 Hz as shown in
Figure 7(a). However, the FFT plot shows a wide-barrd pulse from 1250 to 1380 Hz. This is
simply bccausc that FFT detects the complete frequency range where the carrier swept through.
Visual examination indicates that the ALE provides better carrier signal detection than FFT.
These simulation results arc agrtxxl  with [10] very well.
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Note that the sampling frequency sclcctcd  and the swccpinj:  mtc used here have an important effect
on the carrier detection. The sweeping rates used in here arc the typical values currently employed
for deep space missions, If the sampling frequency is grca(cr than 100 kl Iz, the Figu rc 5 will bc
look like Figur-c 2 duc to the fact that the frequency incrcmcnt  is rclat  ivcly  too small.
Conscqucntl y, both cases A and B will provide similar results. Furthermore, both the bandwidth of
the 2nd IF signal  and the total number of data samples arc also important factors on the carrier
detection for fast acqllisition.  The narrower bandwidth of the 2nd IF signal (i.e. the higher CNR at
2nd 1 F), the ICSS total number of data samples arc nccdcd for a fast and accurate carrier detection.
1 ]owcvcr, the bandwidth of the 2nd IF signal can’t bc ICSS than 32 k] Iz, bccausc  the subcarricr of
Command Detection Unit (CDU) is located at 16 k} b away from the ccntcr frequency of the
bandpass  filter.

4. C’ONCL USION

In this paper, the detectability ofa CW signal in white Gaussian noise by using the AI.E and FFT
was studied via simulations at same CNRS for comparison. Both fixed and swept uplink C W cases
were simulated for a deep space transponder application. ‘1 ‘he time constant and number of weights
of AI.E were sclcctcd so that both the FFT and the ALE had the same frequency resolution and
would usc the same amount of input data samples, allowing a critical but fair comparison bctwccn
these approaches. In the fixed uplink CW case, the carricl-  detection by using FFT is better than
that of ALE. On the other hands, the carrier detection by using ALE is better than that FFT in the
swept uplink C.W case. Consequently, the ALE is rccommcndcd for deep space transponder for
fast carrier acquisition during sweeping uplink CW signal
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Figure 1. The block diagram of using ALE in the digital receiver for both acquisition
and tracking.
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